
Chapter 8

Bounding Inference: mini-bucket

schemes

Up to now we focused on exact algorithms for processing graphical models emphasizing

the two reasoning styles of inference and search. We also showed that hybrids of AND/OR

search and inference are effective and can be used to trade space for time.

Clearly, due to the hardness of the tasks, some networks cannot be processed exactly

when their structure is not sparse thus having high treewidth and when their functions

do not posses any internal structure. In such cases approximation algorithms are the

only choice. Approximation algorithms can be designed to approximate either an infer-

ence, message-passing scheme, or a search scheme or their hybrid. Bounded inference

algorithms, on which this chapter focuses, approximate inference schemes, while sampling

schemes can be viewed as approximating search.

This chapter presents a class of approximation algorithms that bound the dimension-

ality of the dependencies created by inference. This yields a collection of parameterized

schemes such as mini-buckets, mini-clustering and iterative join-graph propagation that

offers adjustable trade-off between accuracy and efficiency.

It was shown that approximation scheme within a given relative error bounds, is NP-

hard [77, 87]. Nevertheless there are approximation strategies that work well in practice.

One alternative for dealing with these bleak fact is to develop anytime algorithms. Such

algorithms produce better and better solutions with time and can therefore be interrupted
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Figure 8.1: The idea of mini-bucket approximation.

at any time producing the best solution found thus far. More significantly, algorithms

that provide bounding guarantees (upper and lower bounds) on the exact answer, that

can be tightened with more time, are most desirable. Such algorithms are presented in

this chapter.

As we showed (Chapter 4) the bucket-elimination algorithm is a unifying algorithmic

scheme for variable-elimination algorithms that are widely applicable. Among the algo-

rithms that can be expressed as bucket-elimination are directional-resolution for proposi-

tional satisfiability adaptive-consistency for constraint satisfaction, Fourier and Gaussian

elimination for linear inequalities, dynamic-programming for combinatorial optimization

as well as many algorithms for probabilistic inference [27]. In the following sections we

will introduce the mini-bucket elimination scheme that approximates bucket-elimination,

and is therefore applicable across all graphical models. Subsequently we will generalize

the mini-bucket scheme into a scheme called weighted mini-bucket using the power-sum

operator, whose weight facilitate far more extensive bound tightening. Finally, we show

how augmenting weighted mini-bucket by cost-shifting (e.g. re-parameterizations) yield a

rich framework for bounding graphical models tasks that lend itself to anytime schemes.
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8.1 Mini-bucket approximation for MPE

Consider the bucket-elimination algorithm BE-mpe (Chapter 4). Since the complexity

of processing a bucket depends on the number of arguments in the scope of the func-

tions being recorded, we should consider approximating these functions by a collection of

smaller-arity functions. Let h1, ..., ht be the functions in the bucket of Xp, and let S1, ..., St

be their scopes. When BE-mpe processes bucket(Xp), the function hp = maxXpψpΠ
t
i=1hi

is computed. A simple approximation idea is to compute an upper bound on hp by

“migrating” the maximization inside the multiplication. Since, in general, for any two

non-negative functions Z(x) and Y (x), maxx Z(x) · Y (x) ≤ maxx Z(x) · maxx Y (x),

this approximation will compute an upper bound on hp. For example, the function

gp = maxXp ψP
∏t

i=1 maxXp hi, is an upper bound on hp = maxXpψp
∏t

i=1 hi. Proce-

durally it implies that the elimination operation of maximization is applied separately to

each function, requiring less computation. This is because we do not multiply functions

before applying the elimination operation of maximization and thus avoid the combina-

torial explosion associated with generating a function of the scope of all the bucket’s

variables.

The idea is demonstrated in Figure 8.1, where the bucket of variable X having n

functions is split into two mini-buckets, one having r functions and the other having n−r
functions, where r ≤ n. In general, any partitioning of a set of functions h1, ..., ht can be

partitioned into subsets called mini-buckets. Let Q = {Q1, ..., Qr} be a partitioning into

mini-buckets of the functions h1, ..., ht in Xp’s bucket (these are either original functions

or messages sent from other buckets). Assume that the mini-bucket Ql contains the

functions hl1 , ..., hlr . The exact BE-mpe algorithm computes hp = maxXp

∏t
i=1 hi, which

can be rewritten as hp = maxXp

∏r
l=1

∏
h∈Ql

h. By migrating maximization into each

mini-bucket we can compute, ionstead: gp =
∏r

l=1 maxXp

∏
h∈Ql

h. Each new mini-bucket

function (or message), maxXp

∏
h∈Ql

h, can now be computed independently and be placed

separately into the bucket of the highest-variable in its scope. The algorithm then proceeds

with the next variable. Functions without arguments (i.e., constants) are placed in the

lowest bucket.

Since we replace functions with their upper bounds, it is easy to see that once all

buckets are processed, the maximized product generated in the first bucket is an upper
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bound on the MPE value. A lower bound can also be computed as the probability of

any (suboptimal) assignment. In particular the suboptimal configuration that can be

generated in a forward phase, similar to the way a solution is generated by the exact

algorithm, can yield a good candidate solution and its associated lower-bound.

It is convenient to control the algorithm’s performance using two bounding parameters.

Parameter i will bound the number of variables in each mini-bucket, while m will bound

the number of its functions. The mini-bucket elimination (MBE) algorithm for finding an

mpe, MBE-mpe(i,m), is described in Figure 8.2.

Clearly we would want the mini-buckets to be as small as possible yet we wish the

scheme to be as accurate as possible. We would want to have a small number of mini-

buckets as which also means that we should assign many functions as possible to each

mini-bucket. In particular, if a single function’s scope subsumed another, they should

share the same mini-bucket.

In general, as m and i increase, we get more accurate approximations. Note however,

that a monotonic increase in accuracy as a function of i can be guaranteed only for

restricted cases, as the refinement property that we discuss next, suggests.

Definition 8.1.1 (refinement) Given two partitionings Q
′
and Q

′′
over the same set of

elements, Q
′
is a refinement of Q

′′
if and only if for every set A ∈ Q′

there exists a set

B ∈ Q′′
such that A ⊆ B.

It is easy to see that:

Proposition 8.1.2 If Q
′′
is a refinement of Q

′
in bucketp, then h

p ≤ gp
Q′ ≤ gp

Q′′ .

Proof: Clearly for any partitioningQ we have hp ≤ gpQ. By definition, given a refinement

Q′′ = {Q′′
1, ..., Q

′′
k} of a partitioning Q′ = {Q′

1, ..., Q
′
m}, each mini-bucket i ∈ {1, ..., k} of

Q′′ belongs to some mini-bucket j ∈ {1, ...,m} of Q′. In other words, each mini-bucket

j of Q′ is further partitioned into the corresponding mini-buckets of Q′′, Q′
j = {Q′′

j1
, ...,

Q′′
jl
}. Therefore,

gpQ′′ =
k∏
i=1

(max
Xp

∏
l∈Q′′

i

hl) =
m∏
j=1

∏
Q′′

i ⊆Q′
j

(max
Xp

∏
l∈Q′′

i

hl) ≥
m∏
j=1

(max
Xp

∏
l∈Q′

j

hl) = gpQ′ .
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Algorithm MBE-mpe(i,m)

Input: A belief network B =< X,D,G,P >, where P = {P1, ..., Pn}; an

ordering of the variables, d = X1, ..., Xn; observations e.

Output: An upper bound U and a lower bound L on the most probable

configuration given the evidence. A suboptimal solution x̄a that provides the

lower bound L = P (x̄a).

1. Initialize: Generate an ordered partition of the conditional probability

function, bucket1, . . ., bucketn, where bucketi contains all functions whose

highest variable is Xi. Put each observed variable in its bucket. Let ψi be

the product of input function in a bucket and let hi be the messages in the

bucket.

2. Backward: For p← n downto 1, do

for all the functions h1, h2, ..., hj in bucketp, do

• If (observed variable) bucketp contains Xp = xp, assign Xp = xp to each

function and put each in appropriate bucket.

• else, Generate an an (i,m)-partitioning, Q
′

= {Q1, ..., Qr} of

h1, h2, ..., ht in bucketp.

• for each Ql ∈ Q
′
containing hl1 , ...hlt , do

hl ← maxXp

t∏
j=1

hlj (8.1)

Add hl to the bucket of the largest-index in scope(hl).Put constants in

bucket1.

3. Forward:

• Generate an mpe upper bound cost by maximizing over X1, the product

in bucket1. Namely U ← maxX1ψ1

∏
j h1j .

• (Generate an approximate mpe tuple): Given xa1, ..., x
a
p−1, assign x

a
p toXp

that maximizes the product of all functions in bucketp. L← P (xa1, ..., x
a
n)

4. Return U and L and configuration: x̄a = (xa1, ..., x
a
n)

Figure 8.2: Algorithm MBE-mpe(i,m).
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Figure 8.3: Comparison between (a) BE-mpe and (b) MBE-mpe(3,2).

Definition 8.1.3 ((i,m)-partitioning) A partitioning of h1, ..., ht is canonical if any

function f whose scope is subsumed by the scope of another function, is placed into a

bucket containing one of those subsuming functions. A partitioning Q into mini-buckets

is an (i,m)-partitioning if and only if (1) it is canonical, (2) at most m non-subsumed

functions are included in each mini-bucket, (3) the total number of variables in a mini-

bucket does not exceed i, and (4) the partitioning is refinement-maximal, namely, there is

no other (i,m)-partitioning that it refines.

The parameters i (number of variables) and m (number of functions) are not inde-

pendent, and some combinations of i and m do not yield a feasible (i,m)-partitioning.

However, it is easy to see that if the i-bound on the number of variables in a mini-bucket

is not smaller than the maximum scope size, then, for any value of m > 0, there exists

an (i,m)-partitioning of each bucket. The use of the two parameters i and m, although

not independent, allow considering a richer set of partitioning schemes than using i or m

alone.

Clearly, since MBE-mpe(i,m) computes an upper bound in each bucket it yields an

overall upper bound on the resulting mpe. Namely,
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Theorem 8.1.4 (MBE-mpe boundness) Algorithm MBE-mpe(i,m) computes an up-

per and a lower bounds on the mpe.

Example 8.1.5 Figure 8.3 compares algorithms BE-mpe andMBE-mpe(i,m) where i = 3

and m = 2 over the network in Figure 2.5a along the ordering o = (A, E,D, C,B). The

exact BE-mpe sequentially records the new functions (shown in boldface) hB(a, d, c, e),

hC(a, d, e), hD(a, e), and hE(a). Then, in the bucket ofA, it computesM = maxa P (a)hE(a).

Subsequently, an mpe configuration (A = a′, B = b′, C = c′, D = d′, E = e′) where e′ = 0

is the evidence, can be computed along o by selecting a value that maximizes the product

of functions in the corresponding buckets conditioned on the previously assigned values.

Namely, a′ = argmaxa P (a)hE(a), e
′ = 0, d′ = argmaxd hC(a

′, d, e = 0), and so on.

Looking now at MBE-mpe(3,2), since bucket(B) includes five variables, we split it

into two mini-buckets {P (e|b, c)} and {P (d|a, b), P (b|a)}, each containing no more than

3 variables, as shown in Figure 8.3b. There can be several (3,2)-partitionings, and any

choice would be legitimate, and can be selected arbitrarily. The new functions hB(e, c)

and hB(d, a) are generated in different mini-buckets and are placed independently into

lower buckets. In each of the remaining lower buckets that still need to be processed, the

number of variables is not larger than 3 and therefore no further partitioning occurs. An

upper bound on the mpe value can be computed by maximizing over A the product of

functions in A’s bucket: U = maxaP (a)hE(a)hD(a).

Once all the buckets are processed, a suboptimal mpe assignment is computed by

assigning a value to each variable that maximizes the product of functions in the corre-

sponding bucket, in the same way this is done by exact BE-mpe. Clearly, any assignment

to all the variables yields a lower bound, and one can use alternative methods to com-

pute a configuration given the functions recorded by the mini-bucket algorithm. Note

that MBE-mpe(3,2) does not produce functions on more than 2 variables, while the exact

algorithm BE-mpe records a function on 4 variables.

In summary, MBE-mpe(i,m) computes an interval [L,U ] containing the mpe value

where U is the upper bound computed by the backward phase and L is the probability

or cost of the returned assignment. Note however that MBE-mpe computes the bounds

on the joint probability mpe = maxx P (x, e), rather than on the conditional probability

M = maxx P (x|e) = mpe/P (e). Thus

L

P (e)
≤M ≤ U

P (e)
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Figure 8.4: relaxed network corresponding to mini-bucket execution in Figure 8.3b

While the probability of evidence clearly influences the quality of the bound interval

on M , the ratio between the upper and the lower bound is not affected.

As we will see in the next subsection, approximating posterior probabilities using

bounds on joint probabilities may be more problematic.

8.1.1 The Mini-Bucket semantics

The Mini-Bucket computation can be given a useful interpretation. It can be viewed as an

exact computation over a simplified graphical model where for every mini-bucket we use

a new copy the bucket’s variable. Namely, For each bucket and its partitioning into mini-

buckets, a variable in the original problem is replaced by a set of new duplicate variables,

each each associated with a single mini-bucket. For example, the Mini-Bucket trace in

Figure 8.3b, corresponds to solving exactly by full bucket-elimination the network of the

problem in Figure 8.4. Variable B is replaced by two copies called variables B1 and B2,

and the functions P (e|b, c), P (d|a, b), and P (b|a) are replaced by P (e|b1, c), P (d|a, b2) and
P (b2|a). Thus the two mini-buckets correspond to two full buckets in the new simplified

or relaxed problem. The relaxed problem has a smaller width and can be solved efficiently,

yielding a bound (upper or lower) as expected.
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Certificate of optimality. Clearly when the lower bound equals to the upper bound

we have an optimal solution. Alternatively, if we use the node duplication mechanism

explicitly, whenever the optimal solution of the simplified problem allow assigning the

same value to duplicated variables, we know that the assignment is locally optimal, namely

conditioned on the current partial configuration.

8.2 Mini-bucket approximation for belief updating

As shown in Chapter 4, the bucket elimination algorithm BE-bel for belief assessment

is similar to BE-mpe except that maximization is replaced by summation and no value

assignment is generated. Algorithm BE-bel finds P (x1, e) and then computes P (x1|e) =
αP (x1, e) where α is the normalization constant (see chapter 4).

The mini-bucket idea used for approximating MPE can be applied to belief updating.

Let Q′ = {Q1, ..., Qr} be a partitioning of the functions h1, ...ht in Xp’s bucket. Algorithm

BE-bel computes hp ←
∑

Xp

∏t
i=1 hi, over scope(hp) = ∪iscope(hi) − {Xp}. (Again, we

omit here the distinction between input functions and messages.) The function hp can be

rewritten as hp =
∑

Xp

∏r
l=1

∏
hli∈Ql

hli .

If we follow the mpe approximation precisely and migrate the summation operator

into each mini-bucket, we will get fpQ′ =
∏r

l=1

∑
Xp

∏
li
hli . This, however, yields an

unnecessarily weak upper bound of hp where each
∏

li
hli which is a function of Xp is

bounded by
∑

Xp
Πlihli , a constant function relative to Xp. Instead, we rewrite

hp =
∑
Xp

(
∏
1i

h1i) · (
r∏
l=2

∏
li

hli)

and subsequently, instead of bounding a function of X by its sum over X, we can bound

(i > 1), by its maximum operator over X, yielding

gpQ′ = (
∑
Xp

∏
1i

h1i) · (
r∏
l=2

max
Xp

∏
li

hli).

Therefore, an upper bound gp of hp can be obtained by processing one ofXp’s mini-buckets

by summation and the rest by maximization.
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Algorithm MBE-bel-max(i,m)

Input: A belief network B = ⟨X,D,PG,
∏
⟩, an ordering d = ( X1, . . . , Xn) ;

evidence e

Output: an upper bound on P (X1, ē) and an upper bound on P (e).

1. Initialize: Partition P = {P1, ..., Pn} into buckets bucket1, . . ., bucketn,

where bucketk contains all CPTs h1, h2, ..., ht whose highest-index variable is Xk.

2. Backward: for k = n to 2 do

• If Xp is observed (Xk = a), assign Xk ← a in each hj and put the result in

the highest-variable bucket of its scope (put constants in bucket1).

• Else for h1, h2, ..., ht in bucketk Generate an (i,m)-partitioning,

Q
′
= {Q1, ..., Qr} . For each Ql ∈ Q

′
, containing hl1 , ...hlt , do

hl ←
∑
Xk

t∏
j=1

h1j , , if l = 1

hl ← maxXk

t∏
j=1

hlj , if k ̸= 1

Add hl to the bucket of the highest-index variable in its scope (and put

constant functions in bucket1).

3. Return P ′(x̄1, e)← the product of functions in the bucket

of X1, which is an upper bound on P (x1, e).

return also U ←
∑

x1
P ′(x1, e), which is an upper bound on probability of evi-

dence.

Figure 8.5: Algorithm MBE-bel-max(i,m).
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A lower bound on the belief, or its mean value, can be obtained in a similar way.

Algorithm MBE-bel-max(i,m) that uses the max elimination operator is described in

Figure 8.5. Algorithms MBE-bel-min and MBE-bel-mean can be obtained by replacing

the operator max by min and by mean, respectively. Notice however that the node

duplication semantics of MBE implies summation for each of the mini-buckets. This will

be remedied by an extension that generalize and improves the mini-bucket scheme, called

weighted mini-bucket.

Theorem 8.2.1 Given a Bayesian network with evidence e, algorithm MBE-bel-max(i,m)

computes an upper bound on P (X1, e) and P (e).

We will have the same relationships between partitioning and their refinements as for

the mpe case, but we have to be careful, since we have a new degree of freedom in selecting

on which mini-bucket to maximize.

Proposition 8.2.2 The following holds:

1. For every partitioning Q of a set of functions whose scopes include variable Xp,

hp ≤ gpQ ≤ f pQ, where f is obtained by processing each mini-bucket by summation

while in g, one mini-bucket is processed by summation and the rest by maximization.

2. Also, if Q
′′
is a refinement partitioning of Q

′
, then hp ≤ gp

Q
′ ≤ gp

Q
′′ .

8.2.1 Normalization

Note that MBE-bel-max generates an upper bound on P (x1, e) but not on P (x1|e). If

an exact value of P (e) is not available, deriving a bound on P (x1|e) from a bound on

P (x1, e) is not easy, because the normalization of upper-bounds is no an upper bound.

Namely, g(x1)∑
x1
g(x1)

, where g(x) is the upper bound on P (x1, e), is not necessarily an upper

bound on P (x1|e). As noted we can derive a lower bound, f , on P (e) using mbe-bel-min

and then compute g(x1)
f

as an upper bound on P (x1|e). This however is likely to generate

weak bounds due to compounded error.

Alternatively, let Ui and Li be the upper bound and lower bounding functions on

P (X1 = xi, e) obtained by mbe-bel-max and mbe-bel-min, respectively. Then,

Li
P (e)

≤ P (xi|e) ≤
Ui
P (e)
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Therefore, although P (e) is not known, the ratio of upper to lower bounds remains con-

stant. Yet, the difference between the upper and the lower bounds can grow substantially,

especially in cases of rare evidence. Note that if P (e) ≤ Ui, we get Li

P (ē)
≤ P (X1|ē) ≤ 1,

yielding a trivial upper bound. Finally, no guarantee is given for gmean(xi), and therefore,

the approximation of gmean(xi)∑
x1
gmean(x1)

can be below or above the exact value. Interestingly,

the computation of gmean(X1=xi)∑
x1
gmean(x1)

is automatically achieved when processing all the mini-

buckets by summations, and subsequently normalizing. Namely, this is what is obtained

when we transform the original network by node duplication and apply exact BE-bel to

the simplified network.

8.3 Weighted Mini-Bucket Elimination

The power sum is defined as follows:

w∑
x

f(x) = (
∑
x

f(x)
1
w )w (8.2)

where w is a non-negative weight. The power sum reduce to a standard summation when

w = 1 and approaches max when w → 0+.

Proposition 8.3.1 (Holder inequality) Let fi(x), i = 1..r be a set of functions and

w1, ..., wr be a set of non-zero weights, s.t., w =
∑r

i=1wi then,

w∑
x

r∏
i=1

fi(x) ≤
r∏
i=1

wi∑
x

fi(x)

This means that if we generalize to have a power-sum-product query over our graphical

model relative to a given weight w, the bucket elimination immediately applies to yield

an exact algorithm, when using ⊗ =
∑w

x . Most significantly, due to Holder inequality we

get a weighted-mini-bucket algorithm which is correct for any set of weights satisfying EQ.

(8.2). The case of w=1 specialize to summation and w=0 to maximization. When w = 0,

the only consistent weight vector is wi = 0, which means that each mini-bucket should

be processed by maximization. But, when w = 1, namely for the summation query, an

appropriate choice of the mini-bucket weights can tighten the obtained bound. We can
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try to select a good, or even optimal set of weights for each bucket to yield the tightest

bounds, at least in principle. The max-sum case that we proposed in MBE-max-bel,

correspond to assigning one mini-bucket with w = 1 and the rest with w = 0.

Algorithm weighted WMBE is given in Figure 8.6. It is paramaterized by a set of n

weights, one for each variable, so it can accomodate a variety of tasks. When we solve a

pure summation task such as the probability of evidence or the posterior probability the

weight for each variable is w = 1. For pure optimization the weights are all w = 0. But,

as we will see next, for mixed max-sum product queries such as marginal maps (mmap),

we can specialize weights based on variables, so that buckets of sum variables will be

assigned w = 1 and others w = 0 for maximization. This yields an elegant framework

expressing the mini-bucket algorithms and permits the additional control via the spliting

weights for each mini-bucket of a summation variable.

8.4 Mini-bucket elimination for MAP

Algorithm BE-map is a combination of BE-mpe and BE-bel as we have shown in Chapter

??; some of the variables are eliminated by summation, while the others by maximization.

Given a belief network, a subset of hypothesis variables A = {A1, ..., Ak}, and evidence

e, the problem is to find an assignment to the hypothesized variables that maximizes their

probability conditioned on e. Formally, we wish to find

āmapk = argmax
āk

P (āk|e) = argmax
āk

∑
x(k+1)..n

∏n
i=1 P (xi,e|xpai )

P (e)
(8.3)

where x = (a1, ..., ak, xk+1, ..., xn) denotes an assignment to all variables, while āk =

(a1, ..., ak) and x(k+1)..n = (xk+1, ..., xn) denote assignments to the hypothesis and non-

hypothesis variables, respectively. Since P (e) is a normalization constant, the same max-

imum is obtained for P (āk, e).

[I temporarily provide both descriptions of MBE-map]

As we know, the bucket-elimination algorithm for finding the exact map, BE-map,

assumes only orderings in which the hypothesized variables appear first and thus are

processed last by the algorithm. This restriction makes the task more difficult because
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Algorithm Weighted WMBE(i,m), (w1, ...wn)

Input: A belief network B = ⟨X,D,PG,
∏
⟩, an ordering d = ( X1, . . . , Xn) ;

evidence e

Output: an upper bound on
∑w

X

∏n
i=1 Pi

1. Initialize: Partition P = {P1, ..., Pn} into buckets bucket1, . . ., bucketn,

where bucketk contains all CPTs h1, h2, ..., ht whose highest-index variable is Xk.

2. Backward: for k = n to 1 do

• If Xp is observed (Xk = a), assign Xk ← a in each hj and put the result in

the highest-variable bucket of its scope (put constants in bucket1).

• Else for h1, h2, ..., ht in bucketk, generate an (i,m)-partitioning,

Q
′
= {Q1, ..., Qr} . Select a set of weights w1, ...wr s.t

∑
l wl = w., where

w is the weight of the bucket

For each Ql ∈ Q
′
, containing hl1 , ...hlt , do

hl ←
wl∑
Xk

t∏
j=1

hlj = (
∑
Xk

t∏
j=1

(hlj)
wl)

1
wl

Add hl to the bucket of the highest-index variable in its scope.

3. Return U ← the power weighted sum of the product of functions in the

bucket

of X1, which is an upper bound on
∑w

X

∏n
i=1 Pi(·|e).

Figure 8.6: Algorithm WMBE(i,m).
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Algorithm MBE-map(i,m)

Input: A Bayesian network B = ⟨X,D,PG,
∏
⟩, P = {P1, ..., Pn}; a subset of

hypothesis variables A = {A1, ..., Ak}; an ordering of the variables, d, in which

the A’s are first in the ordering; observations e.

Output: An upper bound on the map and a and a suboptimal solution A = āak.

1. Initialize: Partition P = {P1, ..., Pn} into bucket1, . . ., bucketn, where bucketi
contains all functions whose highest variable is Xi.

2. Backwards For p← n downto 1, do

for all the functions h1, h2, ..., hj in bucketp do

• If (observed variable) bucketp contains the observation Xp = xp, assign

Xp = xp to each hi and and put each in appropriate bucket.

• Else for h1, h2, ..., hj in bucketp generate an (i,m)-partitioning, Q
′
=

{Q1, ..., Qr}.

• If XP ̸∈ A assign wp = 1, otherwise wp = 0. Select weights for the

mini-buckets in Xp bucket: wp1 , ..., wpr . s.t
∑

iwpi = wp.

foreach Ql ∈ Q
′
, containing hl1 , ...hlt , do

hl ←
wpl∑
Xk

t∏
j=1

hlj = (
∑
Xk

(
t∏

j=1

hlj)
wpl )

1
wpl

Add hl to the bucket of the highest-index variable in its scope.

3. Forward: for p = 1 to k, given A1 = aa1, ..., Ap−1 = aap−1, assign a value aap to

Ap that maximizes the product of all functions in bucketp. conditioned on earlier

assignments.

4. Return An upper bound U = maxa1
∏

hi∈bucket1 hi on the map value, com-

puted in the first bucket, and the assignment āak = (aa1, ..., a
a
k).

Figure 8.7: Algorithm MBE-map(i,m).
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Algorithm MBE-map(i,m)

Input: A Bayesian network B = ⟨X,D,PG,
∏
⟩, P = {P1, ..., Pn}; a subset of

hypothesis variables A = {A1, ..., Ak}; an ordering of the variables, d, in which

the A’s are first in the ordering; observations e. ψi is the product of input func-

tion in the bucket of Xi.

Output: An upper bound on the map and a and a suboptimal solution A = āak.

1. Initialize: Generate an ordered partition of the conditional probability func-

tions, bucket1, . . ., bucketn, where bucketi contains all functions whose highest

variable is Xi.

2. Backwards For p← n downto 1, do

for all the message functions β1, β2, ..., βj in bucketp do

• If (observed variable) bucketp contains the observation Xp = xp, assign

Xp = xp to each βi and ψp and put each in appropriate bucket.

• Else for h1, h2, ..., hj in bucketp generate an (i,m)-partitioning, Q
′
mini-

buckets Q1, ..., Qr.

• If XP ̸∈ A (not a hypothesis variable)

foreach Ql ∈ Q
′
, containing hl1 , ...hlt , do

hl ←
∑
Xp

Πt
i=1h1i , if l = 1

hl ← maxXpΠ
t
i=1hli , if l ̸= 1

• Else, (Xp ∈ A) ( a hypothesis variable)

for each Ql ∈ Q
′
containing hl1 , ...hlt

hl ← maxXpΠ
t
i=1hli

Add hl to the bucket of the highest-index variable in Ul ←
∪t
i=1 scope(hli)−

{Xp}, (put constants in bucket1).

3. Forward: for p = 1 to k, given A1 = aa1, ..., Ap−1 = aap−1, assign a value aap to

Ap that maximizes the product of all functions in bucketp.

4. Return An upper bound U = maxa1
∏

hi∈bucket1 hi on map, computed in the

first bucket, and the assignment āak = (aa1, ..., a
a
k).

Figure 8.8: Algorithm MBE-map(i,m).
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it implies higher induced widths. The algorithm has the usual backward phase and its

forward phase however is relative to the hypothesis variables only.

The mini-bucket scheme for map is a straightforward extension of the mini-bucket

algorithms for summation and maximization and easy to express using the weighted mini-

bucket scheme. As usual, we partition each bucket into mini-buckets as before. If the

bucket’s variable can be eliminated by summation, we apply the power-sum with w =

1. The rest of the buckets are processed by the mini-bucket rule with w = 0, namely

by maximization. Namely, when the algorithm reaches the hypothesis buckets, their

processing is identical to that of MBE-mpe. Algorithm MBE-map(i,m) is described in

Figure ??.

Decoding the map assignment and the issue with lower-bounds. Once the back-

wards pass of MBE-map terminates, we have an upper bound and, in principle, we can

compute a map assignment in the forward phase. While the probability of this assignment

is a lower bound for the map value, computing the actual probability is no longer a sim-

ple forward step over the generated buckets but requires an exact inference. We cannot

use the functions generated by MBE-bel-max in the buckets of summation variables since

those serve as upper bounds. One possibility is, once an assignment is obtained, to rerun

the mini-bucket algorithm over the non-hypothesis variables using the min operator (as in

MBE-bel-min, and then compute a lower bound on the assigned tuple in another forward

step over the first k buckets. We will leave the details of this idea as an exercise.

Example 8.4.1 Consider a belief network which describes the decoding of a linear block

code, shown in Figure 8.9. In this network, Ui are information bits and Xj are code bits,

which are functionally dependent on Ui. The vector (U,X), called the channel input, is

transmitted through a noisy channel which adds Gaussian noise and results in the channel

output vector Y = (Y u, Y x) . The decoding task is to assess the most likely values for

the U ’s given the observed values Y = (ȳu, ȳx), which is the map task where U is the set

of hypothesis variables, and Y = (ȳu, ȳx) is the evidence. After processing the observed

buckets we get the following bucket configuration (lower case y’s are observed values):

bucket(X0) = P (yx0 |X0), P (X0|U0, U1, U2),

bucket(X1) = P (yx1 |X1), P (X1|U1, U2, U3),

bucket(X2) = P (yx2 |X2), P (X2|U2, U3, U4),
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Figure 8.9: Belief network for a linear block code.

bucket(X3) = P (yx3 |X3), P (X3|U3, U4, U0),

bucket(X4) = P (yx4 |X4), P (X4|U4, U0, U1),

bucket(U0) = P (U0), P (y
u
0 |U0),

bucket(U1) = P (U1), P (y
u
1 |U1),

bucket(U2) = P (U2), P (y
u
2 |U2),

bucket(U3) = P (U3), P (y
u
3 |U3),

bucket(U4) = P (U4), P (y
u
4 |U4).

Processing byMBE-map(4,1) of the first top five buckets by summation and the rest by

maximization, results in the following mini-bucket partitionings and function generation:

bucket(X0) = {P (yx0 |X0), P (X0|U0, U1, U2)},
bucket(X1) = {P (yx1 |X1), P (X1|U1, U2, U3)},
bucket(X2) = {P (yx2 |X2), P (X2|U2, U3, U4)},
bucket(X3) = {P (yx3 |X3), P (X3|U3, U4, U0)},
bucket(X4) = {P (yx4 |X4), P (X4|U4, U0, U1)},
bucket(U0) = {P (U0), P (y

u
0 |U0), h

X0(U0, U1, U2)}, {hX3(U3, U4, U0)}, {hx4(U4, U0, U1)},
bucket(U1) = {P (U1), P (y

u
1 |U1), h

x1(U1, U2, U3), h
U0(U1, U2)}, {hu0(U4, U1)},

bucket(U2) = {P (U2), P (y
u
2 |U2), h

x2(U2, U3, U4), h
U1(U2, U3)},

bucket(U3) = {P (U3), P (y
u
3 |U3), h

u0(U3, U4), h
U1(U3, U4), h

u2(U3, U4)},
bucket(U4) = {P (U4), P (y

u
4 |U4), h

u1(U4), h
u3(U4)}.

The first five buckets are not partitioned at all and are processed as full buckets, since in

this case a full bucket is a (4,1)-partitioning. This processing generates five new functions,

three are placed in bucket U0, one in bucket U1 and one in bucket U2. Then bucket U0
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is partitioned into three mini-buckets processed by maximization, creating two functions

placed in bucket U1 and one function placed in bucket U3. Bucket U1 is partitioned into

two mini-buckets, generating functions placed in bucket U2 and bucket U3. Subsequent

buckets are processed as full buckets. Note that the scope of recorded functions is bounded

by 3.

In the bucket of U4 we get an upper bound Upper satisfying Upper ≥ map =

P (U, ȳu, ȳx) where ȳu and , ȳx are the observed outputs for the U ’s and the X’s bits trans-

mitted. In order to bound P (U |ē), where ē = (ȳu, ȳx), we need P (e) which is not available.

Yet, again, in most cases we are interested in the ratio P (U = ū1|e)/P (U = ū2|e) for

competing hypotheses U = ū1 and U = ū2 rather than in the absolute values. Since

P (U |e) = P (U, e)/P (e) and the probability of the evidence is just a constant factor

independent of U , the ratio is equal to P (U1, e)/P (U2, e).

Exercise: What is the relaxed network that corresponds to the above computation?

How would you generate a candidate map assignment? how would you compute its

probability? What is the relationship between the map and the mpe assignments?

8.5 Mini-buckets for general discrete optimization;

The min-sum query

The mini-bucket principle can also be applied to deterministic discrete optimization prob-

lems which can be defined over cost networks, yielding approximation to dynamic pro-

gramming for discrete optimization [13]. In fact, as we showed (Chapter 2) the mpe task

is a special case of combinatorial optimization and its approximation via mini-buckets

can be straightforwardly extended to the general case. For completeness we present the

algorithm explicitly for cost networks, namely, for the min-sum problem.

As defined earlier a cost network is a triplet (X,D,C), where X is a set of discrete

variables, X = {X1, ..., Xn}, over domains D = {D1, ..., Dn}, and C is a set of real-

valued cost functions C1, ..., Cl. The cost function is defined by C(X) =
∑l

i=1Ci. The

optimization (minimization) problem is to find an assignment xopt = (x1
opt, ..., xn

opt) such

that C(xopt) = minx=(x1,...,xn)C(x).

Algorithm mbe-opt is described for the sake of completeness in Figure 8.10. Step 2

(backward step) computes a lower bound on the cost function while Step 3 (forward step)
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generates a suboptimal solution which provides an upper bound on the cost function.

Unified presentation of MBE. Clearly the mini-bucket scheme is applicable to any

bucket-elimination scheme and can be described within the general framework using the

combination and marginalization operators. The power-sum provide one way to generalize

this scheme, which is called Weighted mini-bucket elimination. [?]. (Exercise: Provide a

general description of the mini-bucket elimination scheme using the combination and

marginalization operators.)

8.6 Complexity and tractability

8.6.1 The case of low induced width

We denote by mini-bucket-elimination(i,m), or simply MBE(i,m), a generic mini-bucket

scheme with parameters i and m, without specifying the particular task it solves.

It is easy to derive MBE(i,m) complexity as the bucket-elimination complexity of

the relaxed problem generated by variable duplication. Since variable duplication can

generate at most r additional variables, where r is the number of functions, but will leave

the number of functions fixed at r, and since the resulting problem has induced-width

bounded by i, MBE’s complexity on such a problem is derived from BE’s complexity:

Theorem 8.6.1 Algorithm MBE(i,m) takes O(r · ki) time and space, where, k bounds

the domain size and r is the number of input functions1. For m = 1 the algorithm is time

and space linear and is bounded by O(r ·exp(|S|)), where |S| is the maximum scope of any

input function, |S| ≤ i ≤ n.

We can associate a bucket-elimination or a mini-bucket elimination algorithm with

a computation tree where leaf nodes correspond to the original input functions (CPTs

or cost functions), and each internal node v corresponds to the result of applying an

elimination operator (e.g., product followed by summation) to the set of node’s children,

ch(v) (children correspond to all functions in the corresponding bucket or mini-bucket).

1Note that r = n for Bayesian networks, but can be higher or lower for general constraint optimization

tasks
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Algorithm MBE-opt(i,m)

Input: A cost network (X,D,C), C = {C1, ..., Cl}; ordering o, a set of assign-

ments e.

Output: A lower and an upper bound on the optimal cost.

1.Initialize: Partition C into bucket1, . . ., bucketn, where bucketp contains all

components h1, h2, ..., ht whose highest-index variable is Xp.

2. Backward: for p = n to 2 do

• If Xp is observed (Xp = a), replace Xp by a in each hi and put the result

in its highest-variable bucket (put constants in bucket1).

• Else for h1, h2, ..., ht in bucketp generate an (i,m)-partitioning,

Q
′
= {Q1, ..., Qr}.

• For each Ql ∈ Q
′
containing hl1 , ...hlt ,

hl ← minXp

t∑
i=1

hli

and add it to the bucket of the highest-index variable in its scope. (put

constants in bucket1).

3. Forward: for p = 1 to n, given X1 = xopt1 , ..., Xp−1 = xoptp−1,

assign a value xoptp to Xp that minimizes the sum of all functions in bucketp.

4. Return the assignment xopt = (xopt1 , ..., xoptn ), an upper bound U = C(xopt),

and a lower bound L = minx1
∑

hi∈bucket1 hi on the optimal cost.

Figure 8.10: Algorithm MBE-opt(i,m).
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We can compress the computation tree so that each node having a single child will be

merged into one node with its parent, so that the branching degree in the resulting tree is

not less than 2. Computing an internal node that is a compressed sequence of single-child

nodes takes O(exp(|S|) time and space since it only requires a sequence of elimination

operations over a single function which can be accomplished in one pass through the

tuples (accumulating appropriate running summations over the relevant variables). The

cost of computing any other internal node v is O(|ch(v)| · exp(i)) where |ch(v)| ≤ m and

i bounds the resulting scope size of generated functions. Since the number of leaf nodes

is bounded by r, the number of internal nodes in the computation tree is bounded by r

as well (since the branching factor of each internal node is at least 2). Thus the total

amount of computation over all internal nodes in the computation tree is time and space

O(r · exp(i)) in general, which becomes to O(n · exp(i)) for belief networks.
Clearly, when the induced-width along the processing order is smaller than i, MBE(i, n)

coincides with bucket-elimination and is therefore exact. This is because each full bucket

satisfies the condition of being an (i, n)-partitioning.

Interestingly, algorithm MBE(i,m=1) is exact for acyclic networks, and in particular

for polytrees, if applied along a proper orderings. Such orderings are determined by

consulting a rooted join-tree of the acyclic network (we know that such a join-tree exists

from the definition of an acyclic network as discussed in Chapter 5). We then order the

variables from last to first by selecting and removing a leaf function from the rooted

join-tree and placing as next all its variables that were not ordered yet. This way, each

bucket would contain at most one non-subsumed function. Thus,

Theorem 8.6.2 Given an acyclic network, there exists an ordering such that algorithm

MBE(n,1) is exact and is time and space O(n · exp(|S|)), where |S| is the largest scope

size of any input function.

Example 8.6.3 Consider an ordering o = (X1, U3, U2, U1, Y1, Z1, Z2, Z3) of the polytree

in Figure 8.11a, where the last four variables Y1, Z1, Z2, Z3 in the ordering are observed.

Once the last four buckets are processed as observation buckets, we get (observed values

shown in low-case):

bucket(U1) = P (U1), P (X1|U1, U2, U3), P (z1|U1),

bucket(U2) = P (U2), P (z2|U2),
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Figure 8.11: (a) A polytree and (b) a legal ordering, assuming that nodes Z1, Z2, Z3 and Y1 are
observed.

bucket(U3) = P (U3), P (z3|U3)

bucket(X1) = P (y1|X1).

We can see that when m = 1 the algorithm will have no partitioning in any bucket,

because each bucket has at most one non-subsumed function.

8.6.2 Heuristic for mini-bucket partitionings

Clearly, there are many ways to partition a bucket into a collection of mini-buckets having

parameters i and m. These partitionings can be guided by the graph, or by the content

of the actual functions, aiming to minimize the error incurred by a particular partition.

We note that in practice the mini-bucket scheme is used primarily with the i-bound and

ignores the m-bound. Namely, the mini-bucket is bounded by the number of variables it

contain no matter how many functions it has. This is because controling the mini-bucket

size by the number of variables is more refined. One popular partitioning heuristic, is

scope-based, relying solely on the scopes of the functions. We refer to the procedure

that takes a bucket B and partition it into mini-buckets having at most i variables as

partitioning(B,i). It outputs an i-partition.

Scope-based Partitioning Heuristic. The scope-based partition heuristic (SCP) aims
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at minimizing the number of mini-buckets in the partition by including in each mini-

bucket as many functions as possible as long as the i bound is satisfied. This is equivalent

to minimizing the number of copies of each variable. According to this scheme, first, single

function mini-buckets are decreasingly ordered according to their arity. Then, each mini-

bucket, from first to last, is absorbed into the earliest mini-bucket with whom it can be

merged. The time and space complexity of Partition(B, i) , where B is the partitioned

bucket, using the SCP heuristic is O(|B| log (|B|) + |B|2) and O(exp(i)), respectively,

where |B| is the number of variables in the bucket. (Exercise: prove this complexity).

The scope-based heuristic can be computed quickly, but its shortcoming is that it

does not consider the actual information contained in each function. Bucket partitioning

strategies that take into account the functions themselves were also explored. Given a

bucket B, the goal of the partition process is to find an i-partition Q of B such that

the function computed by the collection of mini-buckets gQ is the closest to the exact

bucket function g, according to some distance measure dist. Thus, the partition task is to

find an i-partition Q∗ of B such that Q∗ = argminQ dist(gQ, g). The distance measures

considered included log relative error, maximum log relative error, KL divergence and

absolute error. For example:

- Log relative error :

RE(f, h) =
∑

t(log (f(t))− log (h(t)))

- Max log relative error :

MRE(f, h) = maxt{log (f(t))− log (h(t))}

We can organize the space of partitions in a lattice using the refinement relation since

it yields a partial order. Each partition Q of bucket B is a vertex in the lattice. There is

an upward edge from Q to Q′ if Q′ results from merging two mini-buckets of Q in which

case Q′ is a child of Q. The set of all children of Q is denoted by ch(Q). The bottom

partition in the lattice is Q⊥ while the top partition is Q⊤. For any two partitions Q and

Q′, if Q′ is a descendent of Q then gQ
′
is clearly tighter than gQ .

Example 8.6.4 Consider a bucket Bx = {f1, f2, f3, f4}. Its Hasse diagram in depicted in

Figure 8.12. As observed, the finest partition is Q⊥ = {{f1}, {f2}, {f3}, {f4}} (depicted
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Figure 8.12: Partitioning lattice of bucket {f1, f2, f3, f4}. We specify each function by its

subindex.

in the bottom of the diagram). The coarsest partition is Q⊤ = {{f1, f2, f3, f4}} (depicted
in the top of the diagram).

Since an optimal partition-seeking algorithm may need to traverse the partitioning

lattice bottom-up along all paths, yielding a computationally hard task, only depth-first

greedy traversals schemes may be considered. A guiding heuristic function along the

lattice can be constructed based on the error that occur when combining two functions

into a single mini-bucket versus keeping them separate,

The traversal can be guided by a heuristic function h defined for a partition Q and

its child partition Q′, denoted Q → Q′. The local distance heuristics derived from the

above distance measures yield content-based local partitioning heuristics( see [86]). At

each step, the algorithm ranks each child Q′ of the current partition Q according to

such an h. Clearly, each iteration is guaranteed to tighten the resulting bound.Algorithm

GreedyPartition is given in Figure 8.13.

Proposition 8.6.5 The time complexity of GreedyPartition is O(|B|×T ) where O(T )
is the time complexity of selecting the min child partition according to h.
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function GreedyPartition(B,i, h)
1. Initialize Q as the bottom partition of B;

2. While ∃Q′ ∈ ch(Q) which is a i-partition

Q← argminQ′{h(Q→ Q′)} among child i-partitions of Q;

3.Return Q;

Figure 8.13: Greedy partitioning

8.6.3 Generalized MBE

The schedule by which mini-buckets are identified and processed can be relaxed. It does

not have to be regimented to be processed in blocks for each variable. In other words, we

can process a just single mini-bucket of B first, yielding a new, relaxed problem to which

we can apply the mini-bucket recursively. In particular we can identify, and process a

mini-bucket of C and then go back and process another mini-bucket of B and so on. This

alternative schedule is apparent once we reason about partitioning heuristics as variable

duplications. Finally, a relaxed network due to variable-duplication can be processed by

any means, not necessarily by bucket-elimination. This observation open ups a richer

collection of bounding schemes that can be considered. For more (see Larkin)

8.7 Using the mini-bucket as an anytime scheme

The mini-bucket scheme can be used as a stand alone approximation. Yet it can be

extended into an anytime scheme or can be augmented within a search scheme as described

next.

An important is that the scheme provides an adjustable trade-off between accuracy

of a solution and the complexity of deriving it. Both the accuracy and the complexity

increase monotonically with the parameters i and m. While in general it may not be easy

to predict the algorithm’s performance for a particular parameter setting, it is possible

to use this scheme within an anytime framework. Anytime algorithms can be interrupted

at any time producing the best solution found thus far. As more time is available, better

solutions will be generated.
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Algorithm ANYTIME-mpe(ϵ)

Input: A belief network B =< X,D,G,P >, where P = {P1, ..., Pn};
an ordering of the variables, d = X1, ..., Xn; observations e.

Initial values, i0 and m0; increments istep and mstep, approximation error ϵ.

Output: An upper bound U and a lower bound L on the MPE = maxx̄ P (x̄, ē),

and a suboptimal solution x̄a that provides a lower bound L = P (x̄a).

1. Initialization: i = i0,m = m0.

2. while resources are available, do

• run MBE-mpe(i,m)

• U ← upper bound of MBE-mpe(i,m)

• L← lower bound of MBE-mpe(i,m)

• Retain best bounds U,L, and best solution found so far

• if 1 ≤ U/L ≤ 1 + ϵ, return solution

• else īncrease i and m: i← i+ istep and m← m+mstep

3. Return the largest L and the smallest U found so far.

Return the corresponding mpe assignment.

Figure 8.14: Algorithm ANYTIME-mpe(ϵ).

We can have an anytime algorithm by running a sequence of mini-bucket algorithms

with increasing values of i and m until either a desired level of accuracy is obtained, or

until the computational resources are exhausted. To illustrate, such an anytime scheme for

finding the mpe, ANYTIME-mpe(ϵ) is presented in Figure 8.14, where using a parameter ϵ

to express the desired accuracy level. The algorithm uses initial parameter settings, i0 and

m0, and increments istep and mstep. MBE-mpe(i,m) computes a suboptimal mpe solution

and the corresponding lower and upper bounds L, and U for increasing values of i and

m. The algorithm terminates when either 1 ≤ U/L ≤ 1 + ϵ, or when the computational

resources are exhausted, returning the largest lower bound and the smallest upper bound

found so far, as well as the current highest suboptimal solution.

For other queries, such as belief computations deriving the upper and lower bound
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can be done using two runs of the algorithm (with the max and the min operators,

respectively).

The above scheme can be refined and improved to save redundant computation in the

repeated mini-bucket runs and also in controlling the partitioning from one run to the

next in a manner that will guarantee improvements by combining some mini-buckets, from

one iteration to the next. (Exercise: design an anytime scheme that allows computation

sharing between subsequent mbe processing.)

Embedding mini-bucket as heuristic generation for search. Another orthogonal

anytime extension of the mini-bucket, is to embed it within a complete anytime heuristic

search algorithm such as branch-and-bound for optimization tasks. Since, the mini-bucket

scheme computes bounds (upper or lower) on the exact quantities, these bounds can be

used as heuristic functions to guide search algorithms and for pruning the search space. In

other words, rather than stopping with the first solution found (which is a lower bound), as

it is done in the forward step of MBE-mpe, we can continue searching for better solutions,

while using the mini-bucket functions to guide and prune the search. This approach was

explored extensively in recent year yielding state-of the art algorithms both for finding

an mpe assignment as well as for constraint optimization problems [56, 66].

In the context of sum-product queries such as belief updating and probability of evi-

dence, the mini-bucket’s output can be viewed as approximating the probability distribu-

tion of the Bayesian network. This can be used as a basis for sampling (e.g., importance

sampling) and for guiding search to bound quantities of interest. More on this in future

chapters. For details on this direction see [81, 98, 49, 48].

8.8 From mini-bucket to mini-clustering

The mini-bucket idea can be extended to any tree-decomposition scheme. In this section

we will describe one such extension called Mini-Clustering (MC). The benefit of this

algorithm is that all single-variable beliefs are computed (approximately) at once, using a

two-phase message-passing process along the cluster tree like in the mini-bucket bounded

inference.
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We focus on likelihood computations (belief-updating and probability of evidence) for

which such extensions (from mini-bucket to mini-clustering) are most relevant. We will

consider a general belief network BN =< X,D,G, P > and its tree-decomposition defined

as usual by < T, χ, ψ >, where T = (V,E) is a tree, and χ and ψ are the labeling functions

which associate with each vertex v ∈ V two sets, χ(v) ⊆ X and ψ(v) ⊆ P .

Rather than computing the mini-bucket approximation n times, one for each variable

as would be required by the mini-bucket approach, mini-clustering performs an equiva-

lent computation with just two message passings along each arc of the tree-decomposition.

Remember that a tree-decomposition assigns to each node u in the tree T a set of vari-

ables χ(u) and a set of functions ψ(u) (see Chapter 5. During CTE’s processing (see

Algorithm 5.8) of a cluster u it contains the original functions as well as messages from

neighboring clusters which we denote as cluster(u). We can partition cluster(u) into p

mini-clustersmc(1), . . . ,mc(p), each having at most i variables, where i is the i-bound con-

trolling the accuracy. Instead of computing the message hu→v =
∑

elim(u,v)

∏
f∈cluster(u) f

by CTE-bel; we can divide the functions of cluster(u) into p mini-clusters and rewrite

hu→v =
∑

elim(u,v)

∏
f∈cluster(u) f =

∑
elim(u,v)

∏p
k=1

∏
f∈mc(k) f . By migrating the summa-

tion operator into each mini-cluster, yielding
∏p

k=1

∑
elim(u,v)

∏
f∈mc(k) f , we get an upper

bound on hu→v. The resulting algorithm, called MC-bel(i), (we drop the m parameter for

simplicity), is presented in Figure 8.15.

The combined functions are approximated via mini-clusters, as follows. Suppose u ∈ V
has received messages from all its neighbors other than v (the message from v is ignored

even if received). The functions in clusterv(u) that are to be combined are partitioned

into mini-clusters {mc(1), . . . ,mc(p)}, each one containing at most i variables. Each

mini-cluster is processed by summation over the eliminator, or by maximization, and the

resulting combined functions as well as all the individual functions (not dependant on the

separator) are sent to v.

As in the mini-bucket case we can also derive a lower-bound on beliefs by replacing

the max operator with min operator. This allows computing both an upper bound and

a lower bound on the joint beliefs. Alternatively, if we forgo the desire to derive a bound,

we can replace max by a mean operator (taking the sum and dividing by the number of

elements in the sum), deriving an approximation of the joint belief.
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Mini-Clustering Elimination for Belief Updating (MC-bel-max(i))

Input: A tree decomposition ⟨T, χ, ψ⟩T = (V,E) for

B = ⟨X,D,G, P ⟩. Evidence variables var(e). An i-bound parameter i.

Output: An augmented tree whose nodes are clusters containing the original

CPTs as well as messages received from neighbors. An upper bound for P (Xi, e).

Denote by Hu→v the message sent by vertex u to vertex v, nev(u) the neighbors

of u in T excluding v.

cluster(u) = ψ(u) ∪ {Hv→u|(v, u) ∈ E}.
1. Compute the combined mini-functions: For every node u in the cluster

tree, T , once u has received messages from all nev(u), compute message to node

v:

• Process observed variables:

For each u ∈ T assign relevant evidence to all pi ∈ ψ(u).

• Compute the combined mini-functions: Make an (i)-partitioning of

clusterv(u), {mc(1), . . . ,mc(p)};

• h1u→v =
∑

elim(u,v)

∏
f∈mc(1) f

• hiu→v = maxelim(u,v)

∏
f∈mc(i) f i = 2, . . . , p

• add {hiu→v|i = 1, . . . , p} to Hu→v. Send Hu→v to v.

2. Compute upper bounds P (Xi, e) on P (Xi, e):

For every Xi ∈ X let u ∈ V be a cluster such that Xi ∈ χ(u). Make (i)-partition

mini-clusters from cluster(u), {mc(1), . . . ,mc(p)}; Compute P (Xi, e) =

(
∑

χ(u)−Xi

∏
f∈mc(1) f) · (

∏p
k=2maxχ(u)−Xi

∏
f∈mc(k) f).

Figure 8.15: Procedure Mini-Clustering for Belief Updating (MC-bel)
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Figure 8.16: (a) A belief network; (b) A join-tree decomposition; (c) Execution of CTE-

BU.

Algorithm MC-bel for upper bounds can be obtained from CTE by replacing step 2 of

the main loop and the final part of computing the upper bounds on the joint belief by the

procedure given in Figure 5.8 yielding the Algorithm in Figure 8.15. The partitioning of

clusters to mini-clusters can be done in an identical manner to partitioning buckets into

mini-buckets as discussed earlier.

Example 8.8.1 Figure 8.17 shows the trace of running MC-bel(3) on the problem in

Figure 8.16. First, evidence G = ge is assigned in all CPTs. There are no individual

functions to be sent from cluster 1 to cluster 2. Cluster 1 contains only 3 variables, χ(1) =

{A,B,C}, therefore it is not partitioned. The combined function h11→2(b, c) =
∑

a p(a) ·
p(b|a) ·p(c|a, b) is computed and the message H1→2 = {h11→2(b, c)} is sent to node 2. Now,

node 2 can send its message to node 3. Again, there are no individual functions. Cluster

2 contains 4 variables, χ(2) = {B,C,D, F}, and a partitioning is necessary: MC-bel(3)

can choose mc(1) = {p(d|b), h1→2(b, c)} and mc(2) = {p(f |c, d)}. The combined functions

h12→3(b) =
∑

c,d p(d|b) · h1→2(b, c) and h22→3(f) = maxc,dp(f |c, d) are computed and the

messageH4→3 = {h12→3(b), h
2
2→3(f)} is sent to node 3. The algorithm continues until every

node has received messages from all its neighbors. An upper bound on P (a,G = ge) can

now be computed by choosing cluster 1, which contains variable A. It doesn’t need

partitioning, so the algorithm just computes
∑

b,c p(a) · p(b|a) · p(c|a, b) · h12→1(b) · h22→1(c).

Notice that unlike CTE-bel which processes 4 variables in cluster 2, MC-bel(3) never

processes more than 3 variables at a time.

It is easy to see that,
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Figure 8.17: Execution of MC-bel for i = 3

Theorem 8.8.2 Given a Bayesian network B = ⟨X,D,G, P ⟩, MC-bel(i) computes an

upper bound on the joint probability P (X, e) of each variable and each of its values.

You can also convince yourself about the complexity: (or consult the proof in [57])

Theorem 8.8.3 (Complexity of MC-bel(i)) Given a Bayesian network B = ⟨X,D,G, P ⟩
and a tree-decomposition ⟨T, χ, ψ⟩ of B, the time and space complexity of MC-bel(i) is

O(n · hw∗ · ki), where n is the number of variables, k is the maximum domain size of a

variable and hw∗ = maxu∈T |{f ∈ P |scope(f) ∩ χ(u) ̸= Φ}|, which bounds the number of

mini-clusters.

Semantics of Mini-Clustering.

Mini-clustering generalizes the mini-bucket scheme which was shown to have the semantics

of relaxation via node duplication [55, ?] as follows. Given a tree-decomposition D, when

computing a function h(u,v) (the message that cluster u sends to cluster v), cluster u is

partitioned into pmini-clusters u1, ..., up, which are first computed independently and then

multiplied together. Instead consider a different decomposition D
′
, which is just like D,

with the exception that (a) instead of u, it has clusters u1, ..., up, all of which are children of

v, and each variable appearing in more than a single mini-cluster becomes a new variable,

(b) each child w of u (in D) is a child of uk (in D
′
), such that h(w,u) (in D) is assigned to
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Figure 8.18: Node duplication semantics of MC: (a) trace of MC-bel(3); (b) trace of

CTE-bel.

uk (in D
′
) during the partitioning. Note that D

′
is not a legal tree-decomposition relative

to the original variables since it violates the connectedness property: the mini-clusters

u1, ..., up contain variables elim(u, v) but the path between the nodes u1, ..., up (this path

goes through v) does not. However, it is a legal tree-decomposition relative to the new

variables. It is straightforward to see that H(u,v) computed by MC-BU(i) on D is the

same as {h(ui,v)|i = 1, ..., p} computed by CTE-BU on D
′
.

If we want to capture the semantics of the outward messages from root to leaves, we

need to generate a different relaxed decomposition (D
′′
) because MC, as defined, allows

a different partitioning in the up and down streams of the same cluster. We could of

course stick with the decomposition in D
′
and use CTE in both directions which would

lead to another variant of mini-clustering. (Exercise: design an algorithm that applied

CTE−bel to a Bayesian network that results from variable duplication and compare with

the mini-clustering scheme).

Example 8.8.4 Figure 8.18(a) shows a trace of the bottom-up phase of MC-bel(3) on the

network in Figure 8.17. Figure 8.18(b) shows a trace of the bottom-up phase of CTE-bel

algorithm on a problem obtained from the problem in Figure 8.17 by duplicating nodes
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D (into D′ and D′′) and F (into F ′ and F ′′).

The mini-clustering scheme for posterior marginals suffers from the same normalization

issues as the mini-bucket scheme. As noted, MC-bel(i) is an improvement over the

Mini-Bucket algorithm MBE-bel(i), in that it allows the computation of P (Xi, e) for all

variables with a single run, whereas MBE(i) computes P (Xi, e) for just one variable, with

a single run [82]. When computing P (Xi, e) for each variable, MBE-bel(i) has to be run n

times, once for each variable (an algorithm we call nMBE(i)). In [55] it was demonstrated

that MC-bel(i) has up to linear speed-up over nMBE(i). For a given i, the accuracy of

MC-bel(i) can be shown to be not worse than that of nMBE(i).
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